
(Magical noise)

Hello there, brave explorer! It's me! (Insert your name of choice) And I'll be your guide on
your adventure today! 

What adventure? 

There's a baby dragon in a faraway land that needs your help! 

But before I tell you his story, brave explorers need to make sure they are sitting
comfortably and cosy! 

So give a wiggle in your chair... 

Stretch your arms out high above your head... 

And then relax with a happy aaah sound- like this! 

(Give an example of a relaxing sighing sound)

Great job, brave explorer! 

Now, we're going to gently close our eyes and our mouths... 

And take a deep breath in through our nose, just like this, do it with me! 
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In a faraway land, high up on the tallest mountain, is a baby dragon that needs help! 
All baby dragon dreams of is learning to breathe fire, but no matter how hard he tries, he still
cannot do it! He needs a brave explorer to help him! Together, let's learn how to do the magical
and powerful fire breath to teach the baby dragon for his birthday! 

Are you ready for an adventure, brave explorer? Yes? Then let's go! 
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(Example of deep inhalation sound for the child to follow along to)

And then, very slowly, let it all out through your mouth! 

Well done! Let's do it one more time, and our minds will be ready for our adventure! 

So, keeping those eyes closed, take a deep breath through your nose... 

(Example of deep inhalation for the child to follow along to)

Then, very slowly, let it all out through your mouth!

(Example of exhale for the child to follow along to)

Excellent work, brave explorer! You're really good at this! 

Are you ready to hear the story of Baby Dragon? 

Yes? Okay! 

(Magical noise) 

On top of the tallest mountain, in a beautiful fairytale land far away, lives a family of
dragons... 

The mountain they live on is so tall that it disappears into the clouds! Not even the birds
dare to fly so high! 

But if they did, they'd see the snow sparkle in the golden sunlight, the bluest of skies,
and the fluffy white clouds that lazily float by the big entrance to a cave... 

In this cave lives a Mummy dragon, a Daddy dragon, and their three little dragons. All of
them live very happily there, flying and playing amongst the clouds-
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All of them except the littlest dragon. Baby dragon... 

The baby dragon is very sad. 

Why? 

He's sad because no matter how hard he huffs and puffs, he cannot breathe fire! 

Daddy dragon can breathe fire. Daddy dragon can breathe hot flames that cook
anything in an instant! 

Mummy dragon can breathe fire. Her golden flames dance in the air, keeping her family
nice and warm on the coldest of wintry nights! 

Baby dragon's sisters can breathe fire. Their flames are so bright that they can light up
the darkest caves! 

But no matter how hard Baby dragon tries, he cannot breathe fire. All that comes out
are little grey puffs of smoke. 

His Mummy told him not to worry. 'Just keep practising!' She'd said. 

But when Baby dragon had asked her how to breathe fire, Mummy dragon had just
shrugged. 'I don't know! We dragons just can!' 

His Daddy had told him not to worry too. 'You'll do it one day!' he'd said. 

But when Baby dragon had asked Daddy dragon how he breathed fire, Daddy dragon
had just shrugged. 'I don't know! We dragons just can!' 

Very confused, the Baby dragon had gone to his sisters for help. 

'How do you breathe fire?' Baby dragon had asked them. 
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'We don't know!' His sisters had laughed. 'We can just do it!' 

So Baby dragon kept practising, even though he had no idea what to do. Every morning
when the sun rose behind the mountains, Baby dragon began his daily practice, right on
through to when the sun went to bed, and the moon and stars came out to play. 

But still, he could not breathe fire. 

Mummy and Daddy dragon grew very worried about Baby Dragon. It was his first
birthday tomorrow- he should be able to breathe fire by now! 

'Maybe there's something wrong?' Daddy Dragon had said to Mummy Dragon. 'Maybe
he just can't breathe fire?' 

Mummy dragon gasped. 'But that's what dragons do!'

Mummy and Daddy dragon hadn't known, but Baby dragon had heard them talking. It
made his eyes fill with sad tears, and he hung his head in shame. 

'I'll never be able to breathe fire...' he sniffed, wiping away a tear with his claw. 'I'll never
be a real dragon!' 

With that, he took off and flew to the depths of the forest at the bottom of the mountain.
He was too ashamed to be around his fire-breathing family anymore. 

(Magical sound)

Poor Baby dragon… 

All he wants is to be able to breathe fire, but no one can help him!

But you know what? I think you can help the baby dragon! 
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Do you want to know how? 

There is a very powerful and magical breath we humans can do called fire breath! 

For humans, fire breath helps our bodies and minds to feel good- but for dragons, it
helps them to breathe fire! 

Would you like to learn how to do fire breath so you can teach it to the Baby dragon for
his birthday present? 

Yes? You're so kind! I think Baby dragon is going to be so happy! 

Let's practice it first so you can teach it to Baby dragon! 

Now listen carefully. I'll tell you what we're going to do, and then we'll practise it
together! 

First, we're going to sit up, so our back is nice and straight... 
Then, we're going to take a deep, slow breath in through our nose, filling our lungs up
with as much fresh air as we can! Then, we'll open our mouths, stick out our tongues,
and pant like a dog! 

It will sound just like this! 

(Example of panting noise)

Let's try it together now!

So, make sure you're sitting up nice and straight... 

And take that deep breath in through your nose! Nice and slow now! 

(Example of inhaling in deeply for the child to follow along)
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Now, open your mouth, stick out your tongue, and start panting like a dog! 

(Example of around 7-10 seconds for the child to follow along)

Well done, brave explorer! You learnt how to do fire breath!

Let's practice it one more time, and then we'll teach it to Baby dragon! 

So sitting up nice and straight... Take that deep breath in through your nose! 

(Example of inhalation for the child to follow along to)

Now open your mouth, stick out your tongue, and pant like a dog! 

(Example of 7-10 seconds for the child to follow along to)

That was perfect! You're so good at this! 

I think you're ready to teach it to Baby dragon! Let's go find him! 

(Magical noise)

Help set the scene with background forest noises at a low, non-distracting volume

There's Baby dragon! 

He's sitting in the soft green grass underneath a big tree- and he still looks very sad.
Shall we go say hello to him and give him his present? 

In your mind, or out loud, say hello to the baby dragon to get him to notice us! 

(Pause to allow the child to say hello)
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Now, open your mouth, stick out your tongue, and start panting like a dog! 

(Example of around 7-10 seconds for the child to follow along)

Well done, brave explorer! You learnt how to do fire breath!

Let's practice it one more time, and then we'll teach it to Baby dragon! 

So sitting up nice and straight... Take that deep breath in through your nose! 

(Example of inhalation for the child to follow along to)

Now open your mouth, stick out your tongue, and pant like a dog! 

(Example of 7-10 seconds for the child to follow along to)

That was perfect! You're so good at this! 

I think you're ready to teach it to Baby dragon! Let's go find him! 

(Magical noise)

Help set the scene with background forest noises at a low, non-distracting volume

There's Baby dragon! 

He's sitting in the soft green grass underneath a big tree- and he still looks very sad.
Shall we go say hello to him and give him his present? 

In your mind, or out loud, say hello to the baby dragon to get him to notice us! 

(Pause to allow the child to say hello)
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Baby Dragon: Gasps. Um, h-hello... Who are you? 

In your mind, or out loud, tell the baby dragon your name! 

(Pause to let the child speak their name)

Baby Dragon: Nice to meet you, friend! 

They have a very special birthday present for you, Baby dragon!
This brave explorer is going to teach you how to breathe fire!  

Baby Dragon: Really? You'd do that for me? Yippee! Oh, thank you, brave explorer!
Thank you! 

The baby dragon is very excited to learn fire breath! Do you remember what we need to
do first? 

It's to sit up straight, that's right! 

In your mind, or out loud, tell the Baby dragon to sit up straight! 

(Pause to let the child speak)

Baby Dragon: Okay, I'm sitting up straight!

Now, what does Baby dragon need to do? Is it to take in a deep breath through his
nose? 

That's right! Tell this to the baby dragon in your mind or out loud! 

Baby Dragon: Okay… Here goes… (Takes a deep breath in)

What should the Baby Dragon do next? 
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Open his mouth, stick out his tongue, and pant like a dog! Right! Tell the baby Dragon! 

Baby Dragon: (Makes dog barking sounds)

Oh dear, that doesn't sound right, does it? 

It should sound like this… (Example of panting) 
Not this! (Example of barking) 

Do you think it would help baby dragon if we did it with him? Let's try it! 

Let's all sit up straight and take a deep breath through our noses… 

(Audio of Baby dragon breathing in)

Then open our mouths, stick out our tongues, and pant like a dog! 

(Audio of baby dragon panting, ending with fireball sound)

Baby Dragon: Woah, I did it! I did it! I breathed fire for the first time ever! Please, brave
explorer, will you try it with me again? Just to make sure I remember? 
You will? Oh, thank you!
So, we sit up nice and straight and take a deep breath through our nose... 

(Baby dragon inhaling) 

Baby Dragon: And then we open our mouths, stick out our tongue, then pant like a
dog! 

(Audio of fireball sounds)

Baby Dragon: Woah! I can breathe fire! This is the best birthday present ever! Thank
you so much, brave explorer, for all your help! I can't wait to go show my family! 
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(Magical sound)

Great job! 

Sometimes, even when things seem impossible- like the baby dragon thought when we
couldn't breathe fire, a little bit of help and kindness can go a long way to bring some joy
into others' life. You proved that today! Teaching the baby dragon how to breathe fire
was a very kind and helpful thing you did! Well done, brave explorer!

Now, remember, fire breath isn't just for dragons! 

Fire breath is a great way to keep your body healthy and your mind strong! 

But be careful! It's a very powerful breath! You shouldn't do it for too long or too often!
Once a day is enough! 

And now you've taught it to Baby dragon, you can teach it to your friends and family to
practice with you too! 

Now, this is where our adventure ends today! You did great, brave explorer! 

To return to your world, take one last deep breath through your nose... 

And then, breathing slowly through your mouth, open your eyes and give your body a
big stretch to wake it up from our adventure! 

Well done! I hope to see you again soon, brave explorer! 

(Magical sound)  
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Do different voices for children to be able to differentiate between characters. 

Sound effects are optional but help break the meditation up into different parts and
enhance the experience for the child. Selection of sound effects can be found on
places like (https://soundbible.com/)

Fire breath is a fun but powerful breath that if repeated too often for too long
periods, can result in dizziness and headaches. It may be wise to offer cautionary
advice in the descriptions of the meditation for parents to take note of this when
giving their children this meditation. 

DESCRIPTION FOR PARENTS:

The Baby Dragon Who Couldn’t Breathe Fire is a fun, interactive meditation that helps to
focus your child’s mind through story-telling and a specially adapted breath technique
for young children: fire breath. 

In this meditation, they’ll follow along with Baby Dragon’s story, answer questions, and
learn how to use this special breath technique that improves focus and helps to balance
their nervous system!
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